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1. Two categories of software are (a) operating system and system software (b) system software and utility 

programs (c) utility programs and operating systems (d) system software and application software. 

2. To listen to an audio file on a computer, a user needs special software called a(n) (a) reader (b) broadcaster 

(c) player (d) browser. 

3. The high-speed storage locations contained in a processor are caller (a) registers (b) indices (c) capacitors 

(d) switchers. 

4. One gigahertz (GHz) equals how many ticks of the system clock per second. (a) one thousand (b) one million 

(c) one billion (d) one trillion. 

5. The most common type of volatile memory is (a) ROM (b) Flash memory (c) CMOS (d) RAM. 

6. A symbol on the screen, usually a blinking vertical bar, that indicates where the next character typed will display is 

called the (a) mouse (b) cursor (c) keystroke (d) index. 

7. A(n) __ is made of aluminum, glass, or ceramic and is coated with an alloy material that allows items to be 

recorded magnetically on its surface. (a) sector (b) read/write head (c) vector (d) platter. 

8. In a(n) __ ,the programmer writes instructions that tell the computer what to accomplish and how to do it. 

(a) IGL (b) 2GL (c)3GL (d) 4GL. 

9. An advantage of an interpreter is that (a) when it finds errors, it displays feedback immediately (b) interpreted 

programs run faster than compiled programs (c) an interpreter produces an object program (d) all of the above. 

10. In __ design, a programmer typically begins with a general design and moves toward a more detailed design. 

(a) routine (b) structured (c) decomposed (d) module-based. 

= ' 1l~Jm ( 30 7} ' §JJm 5 7}) 

1. Popular application software includes __ software. (a) word processing (b) spreadsheet (c) BIOS 

(d) presentation graphics. 

2. Which ofthe following are peripherals? (a) CPUs (b) modems (c) keyboards (d) scanners. 

3. Impact printers can handle __ . (a) dusty environments (b) extreme temperatures (c) the use of noncontinuous 

paper (d) vibrations. 

4. To prevent the loss of items stored on a hard disk, preventive maintenance should be performed regularly, such as 

__ . (a) defragmenting (b) removing contaminants from the hard disk platter (c) scanning the disk for errors 

(d) rotating the hard disk platters. 

5. Malware includes __ . (a) anti-spyware (b) worms (c) viruses (d) Trojan horses. 

6. In an object-oriented programming language, an object is an item that can contain __ . (a) data (b) procedures 

that manipulate data (c) procedures that read data (d) style sheets. 
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1. char array[]= {'a,,,b,,,c,,,d,,,e,}; 

2. const int size = 5; 

3. for (int i = 9; i < size; i++) { 

4. array[i] += 2; 

5. } 

2. (15%) ~0~ C++m~J:4 f~ffi7G ' Wjg~~f){ a, b, c ?t53U:ff~tt~"Gtlmfrrm 5000, 6000, 7000 ' §1i~U 
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1. int a = 35; 

2. int*b = &a; 

3. int**c = &b; 

1. int a = 2; 

II a,s memory address = 5999 

II b,s memory address = 6999 
II c,s memory address = 7999 

2. int compute(int a) { 

3. return a++*a; 

4. } 

5. int main() { 

6. a += compute(a); 

7. return 9; 

8. } 

1. int a = 2, b = 19; 
2. switch (a) { 

3. case 1: b--; 
4. case 2: ++b; 

5. case 3: --b; 
6. default: b+2; 
7. } 

8. cout « b; 
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1. int sum = 80; 

2. int count = 100; 

3. float average = sum I count; 
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